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MAEDICA - a Journal of Clinical Medicine

A valuable Journal of clinical medicine, MAEDICA, has as a main purpose to enrich the quality of the medical practice in Romania through its scientific specialized content.

From the summary:
- the newest studies, research and discussions in clinical medicine nowadays;
- scientific editorials that reflect an up-to-date synthesis of the results in the newest national and international medical papers and research;
- a number of clinical Romanian works and also articles from international collaborators;
- the content of the Journal is in English only.

The Journal has a great peer-review board and its content respects the international standards of certified quality and originality of the articles.

Subsequent to the CNCSIS accreditation, the publication has been included in a superior category, B+.

At the present moment, MAEDICA - a Journal of Clinical Medicine is part of the international data bases as follows:
- PubMed
- EBSCO
- Scirius
- getCITED
- WAME
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